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Rolco Tsunami – Ride the Wave
Introducing the Tsunami from Rolco
Boats, this rear mount vee-drive,
walk-thru bow rider, wake and
water ski crossover boat guarantees
the best in quality and value for
money around.
This extremely versatile 20ft family friendly
boat boasts seating for 11, has an extremely
spacious bow and plush vinyl wraparound
seating for all day comfort on the water. The
exquisite hull contours combined with designer
vinyl wrap graphics will guarantee all eyes
looking your way this summer.
Rolco’s wake enhancing technology (W.E.T)
customizes the size and shape of the wake from

a flat wake for skiing to a humongous wake for
wake boarding. W.E.T is fully operational with
a flick of a switch to fill or empty the ballast
tanks or adjust the wake enhancing plate on the
fly. This makes for the ultimate wake for those
flawless manoeuvres.
Boasting maximum storage capacity, the
Tsunami has 2 huge rear storage lockers,
front observer storage, front bow storage, glove
compartment in the dash and under seating
storage throughout the whole boat for tonnes of
gear. The Tsunami comes standard with snapin and snap-out carpet for easy wash down and
maintenance.
The massive rear boarding platform can be

folded down by one person without tools in
seconds for ease of parking into the shed.
Powered by a Fuel Injected Indmar Forward
Neutral Reverse Vee-Drive Engine, pumping
out in excess of 330hp, this engine has loads
of grunt to allow you to throttle up for that flat
skiers wash or throttle down for the ultimate
tsunami wake.
The Tsunami is everything you ever imagined
in a world class boat designed and built by
Rolco. Whether you are an entire family,
pro or a beginner the Tsunami will suit
your every need, ensuring your time on the
water is filled with the maximum amount of
excitement and enjoyment.

